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Abstract-The singular positions of the PAMINSA parallel manipulator, developed by I.N.S.A (Institut
National dcs Sciences Appliquécs, Rennes, France), are considered analytically on the basis of the prop-
erties of Jacobi matrices and screw theory. The formulas obtained show all the possible manipulator con-
figurations in singular positions. The conditions Ibr thc appearance of each manipulator position are pre-
sented. Approaches to removing the manipulator from thc rcgion of singular positions are proposed.

1. DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE PAMINSA MANIPULATOR

We know that parallel manipulators offer several benefits in relation to traditional industrial robot mech-
anisms 11, 21. The closed kinematic chain ensures higher strlrctural rigidity. This reduces the size and mass
of the mobile elements. With specified rated load capacity, the moving elements of a parallel manipulator
are lighter than those of the analogous robot with an open kinematic chain. Thus, a rigid structure with light
elements permits considerable increase in speed and positional accuracy of the manipulator.

Despite these benefits, parallel manipulators have certain disadvantages: limited working volume and
dynamic interconnection of the drives. In the initial stage of parallel-manipulator development, it was
assumed that the interconnection of the drives is beneficial since the load is distributed between the drives.
However, their practical introduction showed that the dynamic interconnection of the drives complicates
control, especially at large acceleration.

Accordingly, it is necessary to create manipulators with disconnected motions. Control is simpler for a
manipulator with a linear relationship between the input and output parameters, rather than a nonlinear rela-
tionship. To this end, various structures characterized by linear input and output equations and by complete
independence of the manipulator motions have been proposed [3,4)

Note, however, that such uncor-rpling of the motions reduces the rigidity of the system or entails the
installation of guidepieces. Evidently, it is difficult to reconcile complete uncoupling of the motions with
retention of the significant benefits of parallel manipulators.
Therefore, it is expedient to partially uncouple the motions,
while retaining some important benefits of parallel manipu-
lators.

We now consider the interrelation of the drives in parallel
manipulators and propose an approach to partial uncoupling
of the motions. The Delta robot with four degrees of freedom
l5l (Fig. 1) consists of a base / connected to platform Zby
three kinematic chains. The three translational displace-
ments of the platform in directions x, y, and z are controlled
by three drives 2 mounted on the base. The clamp (output
unit) 8 is capable of free rotation around vertical axis 9 and
is connected to a fourth drive 10 through telescopic shaft 12.
Two universal joints at the ends of the telescopic shaft permit
clamp rotation around the vertical axis in any position of the
platform. Such clamp rotation is not produced by displace-
ment of the elements of the basic manipulator structure (3-
6, 13, I4)but is an independent motion. In some versions of
the Delta robot used in surgery, the technological shaft is
replaced by a special device mounted on the platfornr. This
ensures rotation of the clamp relative to three axes and per-
mits six degrees of freedom of the robot. Thus, the drives
ensuring translational motion of the platform are coupled.
Motion of the platform along the x, y, and z axes calls for
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synchronized control of the drives 1/. The coupling of the motions has geometric, kinematic, and dynamic

ulf..tt, which are.directly reflectedin the positionalaccuracy of the_platform. If the platform-must be estab-

tished at some constant treight z and must^move in the horizontal plane {O!, the motion of the three drives

-"rt be synchronized. In d"ynamic operation, with motion of the loaded platform, the height z varies with

respect to'its rated value by some amôunt'+^2, as a consequence of the errors in synchronous drive control.

This deviation depends on the trajectory, velocity,.ild acceleration of the platform, the load on-the pllt-

form, and the rn*iputator positionïittrin the woiking volume. Even in static loading, the loads on the

drives due to the we^ight of ihe manipulator componeqts are described by nonlinear equations. Algorithms

exist to solve staric uid dynumic nonlinear contrôl problems, e-nsrgring relatively reliable manipulator oper-

ation. However, for geneial use, a manipulator with a linear relation between the input and output.p4rame-

iiri ir freferabie to ihe solurion of nonlinear dynamic problems by means of complex algorithms included

in the control system.

We now consider a new type of motion uncoupling in parallel manipulators. Suppose that the manipula-

tor structure perrnits resolution of the motions into two components: along the vertical axis and in the hor-

iràntuf plane. In such uncoupling, the work-of the gravitationâl forces in the horizontal motion of any object

is zero, since the force is perpenîicular to the moti,on. The motion_of gravitational forces in vertical motion

is nonzero, since the force ii parallel to the motion. This approach has been successfully used in balanced

,nunipofuiô.r tO,fl, in which the object being manipulated is moved manually in the horizontal plane, where

littleèffort is iequired, while vertical motion is mechanized.

This provides the basis for the design.of a new paratlel manipulator: the PAMINSA manipulator, devel-

oped Uy 1.N.S.A(Institut National des Sciences Appliquées,.Renrtes, France). Its kinematic system (Fig. 2a)

consists of an immobile base / and a platform; ôonnècted by three identical kinematic chains. Each chain

i, u p-tograph mechanism 2 (Fig. )V>. This srructure permits translational motion of-platform -l with

i"rp.ït to it rê. ui", x, !, z and its-rotation around vertical axis z (element 4 is the control system). Rotary

drives M1, Mz, and M3'âre responsible for translation in the xoy plane and rotation around the z axis' while

linear driie liio ts responsible for translation along the z axis'

In this structure, all the motions of the platform in the horizontal plane_are independent of its vertical

oisftacement, i:;., spÀcified platform height may be established by drive Ma, wrth horizontal motion by

drives My Mz,, and M3.

An obvious benefit of this design is more precise vertical positioning of.g..platform, s{ge the-locking

mechanism doei nÀt p".-ir change"in z with hôrizontal motion of the plan.. (Thit results in a linear dynamic

model with vertical motion of thé platform and considerably simplifies manipulator control-) Another ben-

efit is grearer positional accuracy in the horizontal plane, s,ince low.-powgr $riv.es Mç Mt Td.Mt T3y be

emploied. Thô ;;;;gt;";m ôrdâves M t, M?,.1nd lui3are minimal, since the load due to gravitational forces

ir.ii#nurcd tgl. ôùîiously, drives withimall loads are capable of more precise positioning than drives with

relatively large loads that vary periodically.

Currently, a PAMINSA prototype is under assembly'
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2. Ai'.hLYSIS OF SINGULAR POSITIONS
ç: 1-i-IE PAMINSA MANIPULATOR

ON :'i iE, BASIS OF JACOBI MATRICES

The physrclil interpretation of singular manipulations

reduces to thr' cristence^of configurations where the number of-a"gr"", 
of frt'-.Llom instantaneouily changes. This is associated

either with rrncontrollable motion or wlth the loss of some

à.gr."r of mohility. An effective method of analysis of singular

pàiitionr is t,, str-rây the properties of the Jacobi matrix com-

F;"à of inptrt and"output vèlocities. The manipllat"j]:_il,i

i ingular poiition when the determinant of the Jacobi matrtx ts

,"ô o, indet.,,',r-rinate [9]. Geometrically, such positions. may

be illustrateci by *.unr-of screw theory. Singular positions

arise with a lincar dependence of the kinematic screws prese.nt

in each kinenratic chàin or the force screws transmitted to the
- -- ' /  output elemcrri  [ t0] '\ - - -- - / 

The pAMINSA manipulator has a parallel structure- Loss of

Fig 3 ffi:î*lî:f:1,iliÎJ:ff[,Î''3:îï,ij,[ï3:# ili#::'iJi'j'i
of th"eîàf;ipurotor has singular positions characteristic of an

open chain, while the motion.in the horizontar prune .o.rËsponds to u pa.âllel structure of 3-VPV type' How-

ever, these are separate posltronr,iin." the hoïzontal morion is vertically uncoupled.

Methods have been developed for investigating the.singular positions of manipulators with an open

structure [1, l l ,lz).using the results obtaineâ, À"".h*isrniwithb.pen.kinematic ctrains in which singular

positions are excluded may b" Ë;ig;"J Âtæriion ir conil.ed to the singular positions of the PAMINSA

ïnanipulator arising in horizontal motion of the platform.

Consider singular positions of a pAMINSA manipulator with three kinematic chains. The projection of

the elements of this manipularor (Fig. 2) onto ttre ttoiizonLerl.plane is shown in Fig- 3' In this case' the hori-

zonral motion "f lË;il6,.À i; iler;ôa uy tnrl;il;ry driies U.\,Mr,and M3.The position and orienta-

tion of rhe mobile coordinur. ,yrià* ôf tft" putforrn in tire immobiie côordinate system xll may be repre-

sented by the marrix x = (x, I,ït{ ;h;;; 7, y i" rhe coordinates of the center of the isosceles triangle

CrCrCziq is the angle of rotation a.orrnd this éenier. The input parameters are expressed by the matrix q =

(or, 
-e2;e3;1Gig. 

r;.
The relations between the input I = (0r, 0r, 0:)t and or-rtput x = (x, !' Q)r parameters are

Jznotz- r) = o, (1)cos(0,,(- *, .or(O .T)- Rbt2-, -  sin(o,,(*, ' i "(O .+)-

cos(0,)(- n..o,(Q +)- R;z 
, 

sin(e,)(- n"sin(o -+)* hRbll-, - 0 , (2)

(3)

A -

s in01  -cosOt

s in02 -cos02

! - e ,

! - e ,
[0, o tl

=  l o  P z  o l
[o o P,J

n" sin(O +

n, sin(Q -
, B

c2

R a .

cos(03) ( -  R ,cos (Q)  +  Ra  -  v )  -  s in (0 r ) (R ,s in (Q)  -  r )  =  0 '

where Ra = Ioct = loa = Isô and R, = lsct = Isa = Isct' 
-r

Differentiating Eqs. (1-3) with respect to the time, we obtain A* + Bq = 0, where

)l
I)l
I
I

Is in03 -cos03 Rnsin(Q -  er)

Three types of possible singular positions will be considered [9]' 
:
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b SINGULAR POSITIONS OF A PAMINSA PARALLEL MANIPULATOR

In tYPe 2
det(A) = 0.

Given that R,, ;'0, Eq' \5) is sattsneo \\ nen
'  

R,,-. Rr,co1! _= 0

6s

- Rs. Correspondingly, with motionless input ele-

around center Ox.

(b)

O^- r -  o ,

Fig.4.

F i g . 5 .

In type 1
det(B) = g. (4)

Equarion (a) is satisfied when-plpzpr ;,0 rn.le 
singulg positions correspond to manipulator configu-

rarions in which the c, axis is aligned with the ô, glF qig. 4a), the c2 ays îs aligned with the o, axis

(Fig. 4b), and the C, axis is "rjsn"E *ith the 03 axii 6ig.-+-c)..*ttii. all tlie Cv, Cz, and c3 axes are aligned

simultaneously with rhe 01, Or,-iia O, o1";. *ft"" R, i R,, (eig. 4d). In thesé manipulator configurations'

unlimited values of the input pu.uÀ"t.is 0, (i = 1,2, i; "oà.rpind to the specified platform displacement'

i.e.. the motion of the input "t"-ènt has no influence on the change in position of the output element'

(s)

(6)

or

" t  *  ) t  -  (R ;  +  R :  -2RnRncosq)  =  o '

Equation (6) is satisf ied when Qr.z = tarccos(R,,/RD). The manipulatorconfigurations corresponding to

shown in Fi-e. 5o (ô = 0r = 73-4") and in Fig' 5b (0 = 0z = -13'4") '  The angles Q'
th is s ingr,r lar  posi t ion are shown in Ft-9.  :a (Q = Ql = /3 '+- )  a l ru rrr  r tB'  Ju \v -  \v ' -

and ô" are calctrlated for R,, = 100 mm and Ri, = 350 mm. In these pôsitions, infinitesimal rotation around
and Q2 are calcttlated for

the center O* may occurwith motionless input elements of the platform'

r-;----
Equation (7) may be written in the form I'os= I x' + l- R: - ZR,'R,cosQ . The maniPulator con-n i *

figurarion corresponding to this position is shown in Fig- 5c. In this configuration, the center s of triangle

(1)

CtC2Ci is

ments, the

on a circle of radius
platform maY Perform

In type 3, det (A) = 0/0 an{ {et (B)

indetenninate, i.e., det (A) = 0/0. The
ized by propenies of tYPes 1 and 2'

nl * R: - lRbR^cos Q
infinitesimal rotation

= 0. When det (B) = 0 and Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) applies, det (A) becomes

manipulator configuration co.tesponding to this position is character-
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I

R v /

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
l o  o  o  o

0 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
l 0

(d)

VB tpt",

F ut 
Nvr,'o'

Vrror"rV
VB 'on t '

F ig .6 .

Thus, the singular positions of the PAMINSA manipuiator.have been analyzed on the basis of the prop-

erties of Jacobi fi.,utriies. This p;;ùl;* moy arso be iilùstrated using screw theory'

3. GEOMETRIC INTERP_RETATION OF THE SINGULAR POSITIONS OF THE PAMINSA

MANIPULATôR OX TTTE EÀSTS OF SCREW THEORY- '

To estabrish the singular positions, we will consid.er ,l* 
Ii::t"atic 

and force screws tollt-:londing to

each kinematic chain. The conn..tirrg'.t,ain contains four.quiuuitni kinematic pairs characterized by unit

screws E,,, . . . , Ero Gig. 6a), wt erî 
^i' 

f7 = t,2, 3) i, d;;;oti:,l'ht 
[int*utic chàin' Screw E" conesponds

to a transrationar pair with a drive_; screw E,r.,-o a driven rotational pair; and screws E'r and E'o to passive

translational and iotational pairs. In any *uniprrùÀ, position, the Piucker coordinates of the screws are as

fo l lows:  Ei r ( . ,0 ,  0 '  0 '  0 '  1) '  E; ; :0 '  ; '  . .o ' "  '  '?" '  0) '  E '3(0 '  0 '  ; '  '?" '  e0 '3 ' '0) '  E2(0 '  0 '  l '  " '0"  ' I t  '  0) '

w h e r e i = 1 , 2 , 3 '

The system of force screws corresponding to the unit vectors of the kinematic-pair axes may now be

determined: R;1(0,0,0' '1, ' '  ' Ï r 'o) '  R't !0'^0' 0'  r l2'  '  ' - '9t" 01(t = l '2 '3) '  without loss of general i ty '  the

screws may be expresseo in ttte ià'*t R,tlO'0' 0' i ' ô'bl' Ro(9'0' 0'0' 1' 0)'This means that each connecting

kinematic chain corresponds_to rwo force ,.r"*, with on innnitely large Pa{leter (torque)' They are both

perpendicular ;;;ù" z axis. Thus, the consran, ,yir"- of.force ,.ré*, detérmining the couplings at the plat-

form and also il;;;ibt. *otion has the Plucker coordinates

(8)

In this case, ail the force screws are pairs of forces, and the rank of the matrix in Eq' (8) is two' Therefore'

there are only two independenr r-* ,àr"*r. n"n.r,iÀ" prutror,n ;;t ;"; with four degrees of freedom'

This agrees with the Kôtel'nikov rheorem rhar onlt'"iorâd grorprîi*it*t I:y 
motion groups u0l' All

four kinematic screws of the .onn".ring ti.,.*uiiJ chains f6rmà f*r-.ompole:t closed group 'of screws'

as may be confirmed by considering art ihe ,.r.*'proJu* of 
lll 

basic screws in the group'lhis means that'

for any kinemaric chains, the numËer of degr.., àf freedom of the platform will always be four'

In the given mechanism, at four unit screws E,,(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), are the rlTt' Hence' all the displace-

ments in rhese kinematic pairs musr be consisr.*'i; the srvel-ïttp"r^tor' this is the case' since the dis-

placemenrs are produced by rh;';;;;-oriu.. If all these pairs ̂ ;;;e, each kinematic chain has another

mutuar force screw R,r(0, 0, r, rL, , ,,9rr, , 0). If two mutual force screws are perpendicular to the : axis' then:

R,r (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0). In that case, the system of force screws determining the mobility of the pratform has

the Plucker coordinates

J O U R N A L o F M A C H I N E R Y M A N U F A C T U R E A N D R E L I A B I L I T Y N o . I 2 0 0 6

'  |  '  . i r r , ' .  i r l ,  . , , ; , i r  I  i  , r t : '  .  t l , ,  : i
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0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

(e)

The rank of this matrix is three, and there are only three independent coupling screws. This correspondsto a plane mechanism.
In considering the singular positions, we must analyzethe linear relationship of all the kinematic screwsin each kinematic chain ând aiso all the force screws corresponding to tn. ufit vectors of the axis of theundriven kinematic pairs t101. The first type_of linear dependen." .àrr.spg4s to the loss of one degree offreedom of the platform. This is possibte ir tne unit vecrôrs of axes E,2 uia È,0 are aligned, bur this case isruled out in the design process.
In considering.the linear relation of the force screws correspondlng to the unit vectors of the axes of pas-sive pairs, two drives in each kinematic chain must be specihed. In"that .ui., we add to Eq. (9) another

mutual force screw R,a(4a', /";4y, 0' , ' lor, ,lor, ,lo), whose axis is perpendicular to, and intersects, the E,,
axis' In this case' all the screws R,o may be resolved within a single plane. Hence, we may write their plucker
coordinates in the form: R,o(r io-.,  ïsy,0,0,0, r, I ,) .Thus, analysis of the singularposit ions of this rype may
be based on the matrix

0
0
0

f  14.*

0
0
0

l '21,

0
0
0

0  0 1 0
0  0 0 1
0  1 0 0

0
0
0

, ' to r0  0  0  r fo ,

0  0 1 0  0
0  0 0 1  0
0  1 0 0  0

t'z.t>.0 A T-Vyo,

0  0 1 0  0
0  0 0 1  0
0  1 0 0  0

r31.,  f34r,0 0 0
0

fy

In general, this matrix is of rank six, but in singular positions its rank is five. Consequently, the screws
Ri.(ri*-,, r',4.,,, 0, 0. 0, r,9u- ) are dependent. This corresponds to a plane parallel mechanism with three degrees
of freedom, whose singular positions were described in [13]. A simpler geometric approach is used here.

Consider the system of screws R,o acting on the output element of the pAMINSA manipulator. We usean auxiliary plane mechanism, whosê base ând output elemenr are represented by similar triangles N,NzN.and B rBrB,, respecrively (Fig. 6b).
If the rotational pairs E;2 arcpassive, while the translational pairs _E;: ur" driven, the singular configura-tions are characteriZed by intersécting axes of the translarional pairs f"i p"i"iô). on rhe plane, rhese posi-tions form a two-dimensional r.gsionïith constanr orienration àf tne'ouipui.t"Â"nt. The sides of the baseand platform triangles are parallél t141.
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68 ARAKELIAN et al.

- For a PAMINSA manipulator, the singular position corresponds to intersection of the axes of the scrervsRrr,.f3o., R3o perpendicuiar to the lines fu,r,, lvfr, ru.rr,ie'specti"ery. (ih;;;;;;;il"rliË." *., u."parallel is not considered here.)
It is evidenr that, with any posirion ofthe platform, it may rotate through an angle tarccos(8,8"/N, N.)

about the point o'. All the axes of rhe screws R,o, Rzo, R.,o inrersect at point o' (Fig. 6c). Tbe point B, tums
through an angle arccos(B,Brlly'rNr) about center O,. points B2 and B3also turn about O,.

Thus, this orientation of the platform. corresponds to singular positions. These positions form a nvo-
9::"^l:i:1"],l.ggn 

in rhe plane. Considering rhe rranslarionul moridn of rhe *l.ràÈpr!"". r* "rav conctudetnat all the slngular positions of-the PAMINSA manipularor correspond to a three-d'imensionai région. Thisagrees with the general case of para_llel manipulators, whose singular zones are of aimeniionatitv w - t.where lV is rhe numberof degreés of freedom of the manipularor'[f +, fSl. 
-

Ir is imponant to investigate not only the singular posirions but also rhe pressure angles berween rherorces and disptacements..Cônsider the pressure àngle'o, poinr bl-1'rljiàj. Fi.iË;à;"i'filji i." ,n*"n,._
T::::":l^.L:f l$"li:_i ?f lf. 

ptarform. rt is defined as thè point ôf iniersecrion ofjines N.B, and N,8., or.rn orner words, the axes oI the unit vectors Er3 and Err. A velocity plan is shown in Fis. 6à. where v-,_,...is the velociry of point B' on the platform. *trire vr,*l is the velâÉity "ip"i", r, àiifi. i;i.;;;";.'lTBjment (parallel to_force F,,,). The difference berweei Vi,""., and v'o,i "";;rp;;,j, ;r'h"".'e-larir. uerocityVs;u"* ofpoinrB, in the rranslational kineniâric oair. 
"""''

The angle between these vectors is rhe pressuie angle if the contact pornt rs at point g,. orherwise, rhepressure angle. is larger. Accordingly, the working spaàe is bounded uv 
'poririo"iTirË." 

itr" fr.l.ur. un,nr"is larger than the frictional ansle.
To avoid sinsular oositionsl it is expedient 1o u.se auxiliary drives in the translational kinematic pairs E,.1.E", 'E. , .TheseàrivedmaybecontrolÈduyttrealgor i thmsi1' i i+r .-* � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

CONCLUSIONS

- Thus,,the PAMINSA.parallel manipulator described here has very valuable properties, on accounr ofthesÛuctural and functional uncoupling ôf venical and horizontal moiion. Analyiis'of the singular positionsbreaks down into two separate oiobléms: singular positions of the connecting linematic chaiï; aird singularpositions of the equivalent plane mechanismi
Two approaches have been described. One, based on Jacobi matrices, yields a general solution. The otherapproach employs a. clear geometric. interpretation based on screw theoiy. ThesË approaches may expedr_ently be applied to the analysis of other similar manipularors ano ttre inuisdgàiil|ii;;i; ;;;ilns spaceson the basis of pressure angles, Jacobians, and systems of kinematic and fo.ie sc.e*s.
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